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Sleeper Features

TRIM & COLORS  
The sleeper features premium materials, with plush padding and durable surfaces.  
The dark lowers provide a sleek appearance that hides wear, with light uppers to open  
up the space. The Platinum interior incorporates wood trim to match the dash and a  
bright Peterbilt emblem.

STORAGE 
The sleeper is fitted with purposeful storage throughout. The 72ʺ & 80ʺ high roof 
configurations include full height wardrobe and upper sidewall cabinets as well as optional 
rear wall storage.

TV PROVISIONS     
An optional factory-installed TV mount with power cables can accommodate up to a  
22ʺ flat screen and is located on the passenger sidewall for optimal viewing.

LIGHTING   
LED lighting is located throughout the sleeper. Diffused overhead lighting provides a  
well-lit and comfortable environment. Task-specific lighting includes two adjustable 
spots – one for reading in the bunk and another for the workstation. On 72ʺ & 80ʺ high roof 
configurations, the optional ambient lighting package with dimmable LED lights delivers 
elevated relaxation and comfort.

APPLIANCE SHELF  
The large appliance shelf includes robust mounting, convenient power provisions and 
accommodates a microwave up to 20ʺ wide x 11ʺ tall x 13ʺ deep.

POWER PROVISIONS   
Four 12V outlets are included in the 72ʺ & 80ʺ sleepers with options for additional 12V 
and 120V outlets.  The 58ʺ sleeper includes two standard 12V outlets with options for 
additional 12V and 120V outlets.

WORKSTATION / SLEEPER CONTROL PANEL  
The workstation on the 72ʺ & 80ʺ sleepers include convenient climate and audio 
controls, up to three 12V outlets, two cup holders, additional storage and a pull-out tray.  

REFRIGERATOR   
A factory-installed 1.8 cubic foot refrigerator is available on the 72ʺ and 80ʺ sleepers, with a 
premium cosmetic cover. Also available are provisions for a furnished-by-owner refrigerator 
up to 4.4 cubic feet. 

WALKTHROUGH OPENING 
At 68ʺ wide, the large sleeper walkthrough easily opens to the most premium sleeper on the 
market. Available curtains improve privacy and thermal efficiency while resting.

MATTRESS 
All sleepers feature premium, large mattresses with options  
for single or double bunks. Versatile upper bunks fold for  
increased storage.

For more information on the new  
Model 589, contact your local Peterbilt  
dealer or visit peterbilt.com.


